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He’s got the bug
Ossineke beekeeper expands his hives

ALPENA — For Chad Cornelius, a family tradition 
sparked a passion for keeping honey bees.

Cornelius said his great-uncle, Nephi Torsch, took up bee-
keeping after returning from World War II, and his mother, 
Bonnie Cornelius, also kept bees.

Cornelius said he started out with 
just one hive five years ago. Since then, 
Cornielius’s apiary has expanded to 10 
hives — many of them kept at his Oss-
ineke home in the middle of farm coun-
try.

Cornelius said his interest in beekeep-
ing continued to grow as he realized bees’ importance to the 
environment. While many beekeepers keep bees because of 
the honey, Cornelius said that’s not necessarily the case for 
him.

“You realize about a quarter of everything we eat is touched 
by bee pollination,” he said. “It became more of a passion to 
have the bees and the honey was the byproduct. So, now, it’s 
more about expanding the bees.” 

One of the biggest challenges for Cornelius is helping the 
bees survive the winter. He said it took him three years before 
he got a hive to survive the winter, a loss he takes personally.

This past winter, he said, he successfully overwintered five 
hives, which he attributes to a combination of honey bees with 
the right genetics and hives free of varroa mites, a common, 

parasitic mite that carries multiple diseases that can weaken a 
hive and cause a colony to collapse. 

“We take the colonies that survived the winter and know 
that they’re going to have the best genetics to survive Michi-

gan winters up north, here,” he said. 
Cornelius said beekeepers allow 

a hive to get full of honey bees before 
splitting the hive. Cornelius will keep the 
queen honey bee and some bees in the 
main hive, while moving others to a new 
box, where they can make a new queen. 

Cornelius said he has had success with 
three different kinds of honey bees — Carniolan honey bees, 
Russian honey bees, and a mixed-breed bee stemming from a 
queen he purchased from New York. He said that queen was 
bred for northern disease resistance, a good temperament, and 
good honey-gathering.

Cornelius said this year marked the first time he could split 
and sell two “nucs” — or nucleus colonies — of honey bees. 
Those honey bees went to a neighbor, and Cornelius said oth-
ers have expressed interest in receiving any nucs available 
next year.

He said he dreams of having a place where the general pub-
lic can see how a bee colony works. 

“Maybe that would spark more interest in the local com-
munity,” he said.

Beekeeping equipment, including a smoker and 
hive tools, used by beekeeper Chad Cornelius 
are pictured in June.

Hobby beekeeper Chad Cornelius inspects one of 
his honey bee hives in June at his home in Oss-
ineke.

Hobby beekeeper Chad Cornelius holds a frame 
covered in bees during an inspection of one of his 
honey bee hives in June at his home in Ossineke.

Hobby beekeeper Chad Cornelius uses a hive 
tool to inspect one of his honey bee hives in 
June at his home in Ossineke.

Hobby beekeeper Chad Cornelius shows off a bee box 
made by his great-uncle, Nephi Torsch.

A number of bee hives used by beekeeper Chad Corne-
lius are pictured in June.

An up-close look at a bee box made by hob-
by beekeeper Chad Cornelius’ great-uncle, 
Nephi Torsch.
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